SUBJECT INDEX
ADMONITION/REPROBATION/
REPRIMAND,

ABSENCE, LEAVE OF:
allowance etc. during,

433

Attendance Register,

258, 423,
433, 434

constitutional/legal provision reg., 423
Deputy Chairman, to,

431

disposal of application of,

428

grounds for,

313

AFFIRMATION:
(see under Oath or Affirmation)
ALLEGATION (S):
making of,

336,
976-79

426

members, against,

336

Leader of the House, to,

431

outsiders, against,

977

member who has not subscribed
oath/affirmation,

432

refutation of,

982

to be avoided,

979

members, to,

425, 432

Ministers, to,

431

non-granting of,

429

period of,

425

ALLOCATION OF TIME:

procedure for grant of,

425

for government business,

revocation of,

433

ALLOTMENT OF SEAT(S):

supply of information to courts of
law, reg.,

434

changes in,

416

Deputy Chairman, to,

412, 415

supply of information to member,
reg.,

433

vacation of seat on account of,

430

ADJOURNMENT MOTION:
absence of, in Rajya Sabha,

596

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE:

ALLOCATION OF SEATS TO STATES/UTs:
(see under Fourth Schedule)

448

former Governors, to,

416

former Leaders of the House, to,

415, 416

former Ministers, to,

416

Leader of the House, to,

412

Leader of the Opposition, to,

412, 415

Ministers from Rajya Sabha, to,

415

absence of Minister,

383

opposition parties/groups, to,

417

absence of quorum,

378

Prime Minister, to,

412

before schedule,

210, 386

recognized parties/groups, to,

414

due to demise of members, etc.,

386

smaller groups, to,

414

due to disorder,

211, 387

AMENDMENTS:

due to, other circumstances,

212

admissibility of,

695

for a while,

382, 384

amending bills, to,

697

for the rest of the day,

211, 379

bills, to,

695

on the opening day,

468

categories of,

745

sine die,

209, 391

clauses of bills, to,

682, 695

without ringing bell,

379

expiring laws continuance bills, to, 697

1077
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list of,

699

relation with Parliament,

motion of thanks, to,

233

motions, to,

802

BILLS:

repealing bills, to,

697

resolution, to,

766

to the Constitution,

740

withdrawal of,

700

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT:
(see under Budget)
APPROPRIATION BILLS,

830

ARRANGEMENT OF BUSINESS:
(see under Business)
ARREST/DETENTION:
attending session while under,

134, 136

adjournment of debate on,

703,733

amended by Rajya Sabha,

710

amending,

667

amendments to,

695-698

appropriation,

830

assent to, by President,

710, 719

authentication by Chairman,

97

certification of a money,

715

choice of House reg. introduction
of,

673

circulation of,

677, 681,
682, 683,
707, 734

260

criminal offence, no immunity for, 260

clause-by-clause consideration of, 695

freedom from,

259

clauses etc. of,

665

handcuffing of members,

268

consolidating,

667

ill-treatment of members under,

265

constitution amendment,

667, 740

immunity from,

262

679

intimation reg.,

262, 264

convention regarding introduction
of,

personal explanation, reg.,

263, 982

copies of,

681

preventive detention under,

260

correction of patent errors in

702

privilege of freedom from,

261

expiring laws (continuance),

667

withholding communications from
a member under,

265

finance,

830

financial,

within the precincts,

262

667, 714,
720

ASSAULT ON MEMBERS:

Financial, of category ‘A’,

721

(see under Members)

Financial, of category ‘B’,

721

ASSURANCES:

first reading,

678

format of,

665

formulation of, legislative policy
reg.,

672

government,

672

Hindi version of,

674

Committee on,

886

culling out of,

888

government, by,

886

non-fulfillment of,

892

scrutiny of,

887

ATTENDANCE REGISTER:
supply of information to court
of law from,

434

supply of information to member
from,

433

ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
appointment of,

134

functions of,

134

introduction of,

678

legislative competence of House,
reg.,

668

member-in-charge of,

682

message reg.,

707, 717

money, not returned within
stipulated time,

718

money, special procedure reg.,

667, 714,
716

1079
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682

BUDGET:

motions after introduction of,

681

alleged leakage of,

828

non-reference of a money, to a
joint committee,

720

annual financial statement,

826

appropriation bills,

830

objection to introduction of a
money, in Rajya Sabha,

720

discussion on,

828

objection to introduction of a,
under article 117(1),

723

motion for consideration of,

discussion on working of ministries, 829
finance,

830

general,

826

objects and reasons, statement of, 667

meaning of,

826

origin in Lok Sabha,

707

papers, distribution of,

827

original,

667

presentation of,

826

originating in Rajya Sabha,

672

procedure of,

826

passing of,

701

railway,

826

preparation of,

673

Rajya Sabha Secretariat, of,

1065

President, recommendation of,

698, 732

time for government,

448
13, 831

712

vote on account,

private member’s,

728

BUSINESS:

public opinion,

683, 734

allocation of time for,

publication of,

676

announcement of,

436

reference to committee,

682, 684

arrangement of,

436, 448

register of,

675, 706,
734

consultation reg.,

356

discussions,

446

removal from register of,

706

financial,

447

repealing and amending,

667

government,

436

requirements of,

667

items of,

437

legislative,

445

list of,

438, 458,
465

President, return by,

returned for reconsideration,

712

scrutiny of,

674

448

second reading,

681

M/o Parliamentary Affairs and,

449, 450

select/joint committees, ref. to,

684, 693,
724, 747

motions for election to
committees,

444

special procedure regarding a
money,

716

motions for introduction or
withdrawal of bills,

444

standing committees, ref. to,

693

motions,

445

third reading,

701

order of,

452

three readings of,

671

papers laid on the table,

437

to replace ordinances,

667, 725,
728

personal explanation, making of,

442

private members,

454

types of,

667

resolutions and arrangement of,

445

validating,

667

statement of general,

450

what are not financial,

723

statements by Ministers on matters 440
of public importance,

withdrawal of, amendments to,

700, 703

withholding of assent to,

711

statements in response to calling
attention,

440

1080
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statements to correct inaccuracies, 439

nomination to various bodies by,

97

time for government,

obituary and other references by,

96

448

CALLING ATTENTION:

powers and functions of,

92

absent member, by,

620

residuary powers of,

1038

admission of,

601

salaries, allowances, etc. of,

92

circulation of copies of the
statement reg.,

614

Tenth Schedule, powers of,

38

conclusion of, time for,

624

conversion of, into discussion,

626

correcting the statement/further
clarifying points, reg.,

624

important subjects raised through, 628
intimation about an admitted
notice, reg.,

608

lapse of a notice, reg.,

608

mode of,

613

modification of a notice, reg.,

604

more than one, on a day,

609

non admission of,

604

postponement of,

611

priority of notices, reg.,

607

CHAMBER, RAJYA SABHA:
allotment of seats in,

414

galleries in,

412,1036

Presiding Officer’s Chair in,

412

seating arrangement in,

411-412

seating capacity of,

411

CLOSURE MOTION,

984

COMMITTEES:
ad hoc,

835

categories of,

834

chairmanship of,

839

constitution of,

837

consultative,

837

department-related,

835

election/nomination to,

355

examination of witness,
procedure reg.,

920

procedure for seeking
clarifications, reg.,

620

procedure of giving notices, reg.,

600

procedure regarding introduction
of,

598

general structure,

834

provisions in Rule 180, reg.,

599

government,

837, 952

reply to clarifications on,

622

reporting proceedings of,

1029

statement by the Minister in
response to,

614

ad hoc Committees:

sub judice, matter, on,

628

time for taking up,

610

appointed by motions,

time limit for seeking clarifications 622
on,
transfer to a Minister of,

604

CHAIRMAN PRO-TEM,

105

CHAIRMAN, RAJYA SABHA:

947-49

Chairman, appointed by,

947

constituted by Rajya Sabha,

947

consultative committees under
State Legislature (Delegation
of Powers) Act,

946

Joint Committee on Judges
(Inquiry) Rules,

946

mode of constitution of,

947
949-51

94

Presiding Officers, appointed to
advise,

412

Business Advisory Committee:

election of,

88

constitution of,

839-40

list of,

90

functioning of,

844

ad hoc committees appointed by,

754

casting vote by,
Chair of,

1081
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840-44

Committee on Public Accounts,

procedure reg.,

846

Committee on Public Undertakings, 940-941

recommendations of,

849

Committee on Welfare of OBCs,

943

report of,

845-48

Committee on Welfare of SC/STs,

943

Joint Committee on Offices of
Profit,

944

Committee on Empowerment of Women:
constitution of,

945

Library Committee,

944

functions of,

945

Railway Convention Committee,

942

functions of,

representation of parties/groups in, 357

Committee on Ethics:

938-940

Department-Related Parliamentary
Standing Committees:

constitution of,

864

eighth report,

868

applicability of Select Committee
rules in,

938

fourth report,

867

background of,

929-933

functioning of,

867

constitution of,

933

functions of,

865

functions of,

933-36

powers of,

866

list of,

seventh report reg.,

868

835, 93132

matters not to be considered by,

936

reports of,

936-938

rules reg.,

936

Committee on Member of
Parliament Local Area
Development Scheme:
constitution of,

912

reports of,

912-13

Committee on Papers Laid on the
Table:

General Purposes Committee:
appointment of sub-committees by, 910-911
composition of,

908

893-95

constitution of,

908

895

functions of,

909

functioning of,

897

important subjects considered by,

909-10

functions of,

896

special report by,

911

powers of,

896

Government Assurances Committee:

recommendations of,

897-99

computerization of,

893

897

constitution of,

887

Committee on Petitions:

disagreement with government,

892

constitution of,

852

expression constituting assurances, 892

functioning of,

853-54

functioning of,

functions of,

852

functions of,

887

reports of,

855

genesis of,

886

representations to,

855

important recommendations of,

890-92

911

powers of,

887

procedure of,

888

report of,

890

background/genesis,
constitution of,

reports of,

Committee on Provision of
Computer Equipment to
Members of Rajya Sabha,
Committees on which Rajya Sabha
is represented:
Committee on Empowerment of
Women,

888

House Committee:
945

constitution of,

899-900

functioning of,

900-901
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functions of,

900

functioning of,

859-60

powers of,

900

functions of,

857-58

reports of,

901

powers of,

858

ref. to, by Chairman,

857

Joint/Select Committees, General:
chairman of,

916

regulating procedure of,

864

constitution of,

913-14

reports of,

860

evidence,

918-22

Rules Committee:

functioning of,

923-24

constitution of,

903

functions of,

917

functioning of,

904

meetings of,

918

functions of,

903

minutes of dissent,

927

historical background,

901-02

motion reg.,

914-15

new rules,

902-03

motions, constituted by,

947

recommendations of,

904-08

printing of reports of,

929

reports of,

904

procedure reg.,

922-23

Subordinate Legislation Committee:

quorum in,

916

constitution of,

870

report of,

924-929

functioning of,

877

sub-committees of,

917

functions of,

871

vacancies in,

915-16

powers of,

870

processing of statutory motions,

884
879-884

Joint/Select Committees on Bills:
appointment of members on,

684

recommendations of,

appointment of Ministers on,

686

reports of,

879

consideration of bill as reported by, 693

study tours of,

879

discussion on motion reg.,

688

sub-committee of,

879

minutes of dissent,

927

CODE OF CONDUCT,

340, 867

motion reg.,

684, 914

number of members on,

687

procedure after presentation of
report of,

693

Joint Committee appointed by
Motions,

947

Joint Committee on Offices of
Profit,

944

Joint Committee on Official
Language,

946

Joint Committee on Salaries and
Allowances of Members of
Parliament,

945-46

Joint Committees appointed by
Presiding Officers,

949

Privileges Committee:

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN:
House and President,

240

two Houses,

167

CONDUCT, RULES OF:
allegations/aspersions reg.,

333, 336

Chair, questions to be asked
through,

336

customs and conventions,

318

expulsion,

318

general observations reg.,

311

irrelevance or repetition,

337

personal and pecuniary interest,
declaration of,

338

procedure when Chairperson rises, 337

consideration, reports of,

862-64

constitution of,

856

punishment for misconduct by
members,

312

1083
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reprobation reg.,

313

no interruptions during,

324

suspension,

316

personal interest, declaration of,

338

to be observed in the House,

322

337

to be observed while speaking,

330

procedure when Chairperson rises
during,

withdrawal from the House reg.,

315

publication of,

1056

repetition during,

337
983

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENTS:
Art. 368 under,

740

right of reply,

bills introduced in Rajya Sabha,

742

rules to be observed during,

330

categories of,

745

statements, contradiction of,

326

Parliament’s power reg.,

740
748

DECISIONS OF HOUSE,

985

ratification by State Legislatures
of,
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEES,

335, 837,
951-52

COURTS:
breach of privileges and
statements in affidavits/
petitions in,

275

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:
absence of,

431

decision of, no appeal against,

108

duties of,

102

election of,

98

list of Deputy Chairmen,

100

order of precedence, place in,

102

removal of, rule position,

102

salaries etc. of,

102

DILATORY MOTIONS,

802

exemption from appearing as
witness in,

261

freedom of speech, immunity
from,

247

privileges of Parliament and,

261, 303

production of documents in,

257

DISCUSSIONS:

Supreme Court and matter of
privilege

303

bills, on,

CUSTOMS AND CONVENTIONS:

679, 682,
695, 699,
701

budget, on,

828

calling attention,

596

DEBATES:

conduct of high authorities,

977

allegations, aspersions etc. during, 333, 336

customs and conventions reg.,

318

allocation of time for the
reports of the committees,

general rules reg.,

446

(see under Conduct, Rules of)

845
330

half-an-hour,

581

closure of,

984

matters of public importance,

436, 440

criticisms, making of,

325

motion on,

445, 799

frivolous observations reg.,

329

no-day-yet-named motions, reg.,

798

galleries, reference to,

325

President’s Address, on,

230, 436

language of,

334

resolutions reg.,

436, 445

limitations on,

985

rules reg.,

972

list of speakers in,

356

short duration,

436, 815

maiden speech,

326

sub judice matters, reg.,

972

working of ministries, on,

829

catching of, Chair’s eye,

matters pertaining to the Chairman, 320
Speaker, Secretariat, etc. not to be
mentioned in,
methods for taking part in,

330

DISQUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP:
constitutional provisions reg.,

31
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decision of the Election
Commission on,

37

decision of the President on,

37

declaratory clause,

34

defection as a ground of,
statutory provisions reg.,

ETIQUETTE, PARLIAMENTARY:
(see under Conduct, Rules of)
EXPULSION,

318

37

EXPUNCTIONS,

1029

35

FINANCE BILL:

DISSOLUTION OF LOK SABHA, EFFECT ON:
business pending before
committees on,

215, 217

legislative business, on,

215

alleged leakage of,

827

Rajya Sabha and,

830

FINANCIAL BILLS:

DIVISION:

categories of,

721

position of Rajya Sabha reg.,

15

abstention from,

1018

ref. to select/joint committees
of,

724

automatic vote recorder, by,

1014

what are not,

723

bells, operation of,

1013

FINANCIAL BUSINESS,

447

FINANCIAL PROCEDURE,

826
276, 277

casting vote by, presiding officers/ 1019
chairman of committee on a,
correction, etc. in,

1015-16

discretion of the Chair,

1014

FINE, IMPOSITION OF, ON A
CONTEMNER,

general procedure reg.,

1011-13

FOURTH SCHEDULE:

going into lobbies, by,

1017

as on 26 Nov. 1949,

22

result, announcement of,

1015-16

as on 26 Jan. 1950,

23

slips, by,

1017

as amended in 1956,

25

present allocation of seats,

27

43

FREEDOM OF SPEECH ETC.,

247

43

GALLERIES, ETC.,

412,1034,
1036

GOVERNMENT COMMITTEES,

952

ELECTION TO RAJYA SABHA:
biennial,
bye-election,
deposit for,

46

Election Commission and,

30, 43

electoral college for,

43

filing nominations for,

44

general procedure reg.,

42

notification for,

44

oath or affirmation,

30, 46

polling for,

44

returning officers for,

43

scrutiny of nominations,

44

single transferable vote,
procedure in,

48

UT’s electoral college for,

43

withdrawal of nominations for,

44

GOVERNMENT RESOLUTIONS:
approving policies of the
government, for,

771

HALF-AN-HOUR DISCUSSIONS:
draw of lots, reg.,

582

member’s absence and,

583

notice reg.,

582

number of,

582

procedure reg.,

581

time for,

582

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT:

EMERGENCY:

bar on comments on each other’s
proceedings by,

299

(see under Proclamation)

communication between,

167
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123

215

Salary and Allowances of Leaders
of Opposition in Parliament Act,
1977

Hindi names of,

21

salary and allowances to,

123

joint sittings of,

168

LEAVE OF ABSENCE:

President and,

154

(see under Absence, Leave of)

relation between,

166

rules of procedure reg.,

172

LEGISLATION:

special powers of,

166

(see under Bills)

IMPRISONMENT,

276

LIST OF BUSINESS,

controversies between,

176

dissolution of Lok Sabha, effect
on business in Rajya Sabha,

458

LOK SABHA:

LAYING OF:
correspondence between Ministers, 988

dissolution of,

215

correspondence between
President and Prime Minister,

990

Hindi nomenclature of,

12, 21

relation with Rajya Sabha,

18

President’s Acts,

787

President’s Address

229

special powers of,

166

procedure reg.,

994

MEMBERS:

proclamations,

780

allegation against,

re-laying of a paper,

996

allotment of seats to,

415

report of a parliamentary
delegation,

997

appellation M.P., use by,

53

assault on,

275

secret documents etc.,

989, 1003

sensitive notifications,

997

Code of Conduct for,

340, 865867

State correspondence,

990

constitutional provision,

31

statutory orders, list of,

997

dharna/demonstration in the
precincts by,

329

LEADER OF THE HOUSE:

336

absence of,

431

disqualifications of,

31, 38

advisory role of,

117

327

definition of,

113

distributing pamphlets etc. in the
precincts by,

delegation of functions by,

116

do’s and don’ts for,

311

genesis of the office of,

113

election of,

42

list of,

120

etiquette for,

311

oath/affirmation,

115

expulsion of,

Page Committee on,

114

318, 868,
869

resolution moved by,

119

handcuffing of,

268

responsibilities of,

113, 117118

intimidation of,

276

nominated,

status of,

115

21,
54

LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION:

oath by,

397

facilities etc. to,

122

pension of,

73

functions of,

121

personal interest, declaration by,

338

list of,

126

qualifications of,

30

responsibilities of,

122

resignation by,

64

51,
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444

311, 322

introduction/withdrawal of bills,
reg.,

73

Leader of the Opposition, by,

493

suspension regarding,

316

matters of public importance on,

436

term of office of,

54, 56

no-day-yet-named,

vacation of seats by,

60

448, 798,
816

President’s Address, Thanks on,

230

right of reply by,

983

rules of conduct by,
salaries and allowances of,

MINISTERS:

Prime Minister, from,

492

431

private member’s,

445

appointment of,

127

repetition and withdrawal of,

801

introduction of,

127

statutory,

436

making statements by,

1004

statutory, processing of,

884

on ceasing as members,

132

subject matter of,

803

presence of, during Motion of
Thanks on President’s Address,

235

subsidiary,

796

rights of non-members as,

132

substantive,

796

NATIONAL ANTHEM/SONG,
PLAYING OF,

390

absence of,

MONEY BILLS:
certification of,

715

definition of,

714

objection to introduction of,
in Rajya Sabha,

720

special procedure reg.,

716

MOTION FOR PAPERS,

597

MOTION OF THANKS:
amendments to,

233

conveying of, to President,

239

discussion on,
presence of Ministers during,

NOTICES:
amendments to,

970

circulation of,

970

general procedure reg.,

968

lapsing of,

971

questions, reg.,

969

OATH OR AFFIRMATION:
Chairman’s Chamber, in,

405

230

constitutional/legal provisions
reg.,

397

235

form and language of,

403

interruptions during, making of,

408
402

MOTIONS:
adjournment, absence of,

596

order reg. making of,

amendments to,

802

procedure regarding,

401

BAC, role reg.,

364

right of members, who have not
taken,

399

solemnity of, occasion of,

407

time limit for making,

400

Chair, from,

492

classification of,

796

closure,

984

definition of,

796

OBITUARY REFERENCES:

dilatory,

802

adjournments, during,

468

discussion on,

799

black-bordered bulletin,

473

election to committees, reg.,

444

condolence resolutions,

472

general rules relating to,

797

former Chairman, to,

473

government,

445

former members, to,

471
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former Prime Ministers/Deputy
Prime Ministers, to,

475

former Secretary-General, to,

485

important personalities, to,

476

international personalities, to,

477

procedure for making of,

463

recommendation of GPC reg.,
sitting members of Lok Sabha, to,

999

procedure for,

994

PARTIES/GROUPS:
Chairman’s directions reg.
recognition of,

346

changing position of, in
Rajya Sabha,

358

466
475

disqualification,

349

expulsion from,

352

facilities to,

355

OFFICE OF PROFIT:
additional statutory

private members, by,

35

disqualifications,
declaratory clauses reg.,

34

determinants of,

33

disqualification of members,

32, 60,
70

merger,

349

position in House since 1952,
statement reg.,

358

provision in Tenth Schedule, reg.,

348

recognition of,

293, 346
351

exceptions to,

33

splits,

Joint Committee on,

32

PERSONAL EXPLANATION:

Parliament (Prevention of
Disqualification) Act, 1959,

33

making of,

442

Ministers, by,

983

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE, JOINT
COMMITTEE ON,

946

procedure reg.,

979

scope of,

981

ORDINANCES:
bill replacing,

728

disapproval of,

725, 728

enforcing provisions of a bill by,

725

laying of,

726

objection in House reg.,

725

promulgation of,

725

statement reg.,

727-728

States under President’s rule,
in relation to,

727

validity of,

725

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE:

PETITIONS:
committee on,

849

form of,

850

presentation of,

851

ref. to committee of,

852

scope of,

850

Secretary-General and,

851

Tenth Schedule, under,

40

POINT OF ORDER:
definition of,

1020

how to raise a,

1021

procedure after raising a,

1021

question hour, and,

518

rules reg. raising of,

1021

authentication of,

994

by Secretary-General,

993

circulation of,

996

competence in respect of,

991

constitutionality of,

995

custody of,

998

Ministers, by,

986

POLITICAL COMPLEXION OF RAJYA SABHA:

permission reg.,

1002

(see under Parties/Groups)

what is not a,

1023

when to raise a,

1023

who can raise a,

1022
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS:

Chairman,

86, 92
98

ceremonies reg.,

224

Deputy Chairman,

constitutional provisions reg.,

222

non-panel members as,

108

contents of,

227

Vice-Chairmen, panel of,

106

correction of errors in,

229

PRIVATE MEMBERS’ BILLS:

date and time of,

223

adjournment of debate on,

disturbances during,

165, 226

circulation of, for opinion,

734

laying of,

228

drafting of,

729

733

Motions of Thanks on, amendment 233-239
to,

draw of lots,

729

enacted so far,

735

Motions of Thanks on,
postponement of discussion on,

233, 235

introduction of,

730

Motions of Thanks, discussion on,

230

significance of,

225

PRESIDENT:

notice reg.,

728

President’s recommendation reg.,

732

register for,

734

PRIVILEGES OF PARLIAMENT:

address by,

222

assent to bill by,

710, 719

appearing as witness before a
Committee of State Legislature,

302

election of,

154

arrest for criminal offences,

260

elections of, held so far,

157

assault etc. on members,

275

impeachment of,

159

283

messages by,

240

attempt to defame members in a
chargesheet,
banning procession before
Parliament House,

285

cases not amounting to,

282

Motions of Thanks to, conveying of, 239
oath of office by,

160

Parliament, and,

154, 161

powers and functions of,

161

procedural restrictions on
mentioning of,

163

qualifications of,

158

Rajya Sabha, and,

241

recommendation by, reg. bills,

971

reflections on,

287

codification of,

304

complaints against members/
officers of the other House,

294

consequential powers reg.,

246

constitutional provisions reg.,

245

contempt and,

244

contempt of,

276, 289
264
249

returning of bills by,

712

delay in sending intimation
regarding arrest,

returning officers, in the election
of,

156

disclosure by a member,

rule of, in States,

780

succession to,

160

summoning by,

196

term of office of,

159

value of votes in election of,

155

PRESIDING OFFICERS:
Chairman pro-tem,

105

disrespect to members,

286

disturbances/disruptions from
Visitor’s Gallery,

278

exclusion of Members of
286
Rajya Sabha from certain
committees of State Governments,
exemption from attending as
witness in a court,

261

expunged portions, publication of, 252
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304

procedure for dealing a request of, 290

freedom from arrest,

259

production of documents in courts, 257

freedom of speech,

247

propriety and, breach of,

287

furnishing incorrect information
regarding arrest,

264

prosecution of offenders,

277

punishments for breach,

276

handcuffing,

268

300

ill-treatment of members by
Police/jail authorities,

265

referring question of, to
Committee of Privileges,

262

reflection on House/its members,
casting of,

269

immunity from legal process and
arrest,

reflection on President,

287

immunity from proceedings in
courts,

247

imposition of fine,

277

imprisonment,

foreign national and,

reprimand,

276

right to attend session,

260

276

right to control publication of
proceedings,

250

imputing of motives,

268

right to exclude strangers,

250

interception of members’ mail,

282

right to regulate proceedings,

256

intimation about arrest etc. of
members,

262

rules of procedure reg.,

246

276

speeches and writings reflecting
on the House/members,

269

intimidation of members,

statements made in writ
petitions/affidavits and,

275

joint report,

294

laying of distorted minutes of
COPU,

285

statutory provisions reg.,

246

legal process,

303

Supreme Court and,

261, 303

malafide arrest,

263

typical instances of,

285

misleading statements,

280

265

misrepresentation of proceedings, 253

withholding communications from
member in custody,

nature of,

244

BREACH OF PRIVILEGES:

non-disclosure of information in
the House,

285

cases not amounting to,

non-fulfillment of assurances,

284

one House not to comment upon
the proceedings of the other
House,

299

civic body, by,

286

complaint against members,

293

members, by,

245

other House, by,

245

party matters,

283

PRIVILEGES COMMITTEE:

penal powers of House, reg.,

246, 277

(see under Committees)

policy/important statements/
announcements outside the
House during session,

289

PROCEEDINGS:

power of the House reg.,

276

premature publication of
proceedings,

251

preventing a member from
attending the House,
preventive detention,

264
260

282

committees, reg.,

1029

expunction and subsequent
restoration of remarks, reg.,

1033

expunction of words from,

1029

expunged, publication of,

252

misrepresentation of,

253

premature publication of,

251
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1027

QUESTION (S):

regulation of,

256

absent members, of,

reporting of,

1027,
1029

admissibility of,

531

advance publicity to answers,

578

preparation of,

right to control, publication of,

250

telecasting of,

1063

PROCLAMATION(S):

561

allotment of days, for,

530

answers by Ministers to,

550

Chairman’s decision on
admissibility of,

541

approval/continuance of,

779, 782,
789
787

clubbing of names of members,
reg.,

545

duration of,
effect of,

790

computerization and,

583

conditions of admissibility,

568

failure of constitutional machinery, 774, 780
due to,

consolidation of,

546

correction of answers to,

554

financial emergency, of,

774, 789

laying of, in the House,

780

national emergency, of,

779

occasions of,

780

Rajya Sabha, powers of,

15, 17

form of notice of,

526

revocation of,

784, 787

Half-an-hour discussion,

581

PROPRIETY, BREACH OF,

287

identical, taking of,

547

PROROGATION:
effect of, on bills etc.,

212-14

procedure reg.,

212-13

QUESTION HOUR:
absence of questioner, during,

565

disposal of, in some contingencies, 519
draw of lot reg.,

542

limit on number of,

528

limit on supplementaries, to,

571

link-up between answers to and
supplementaries,

585

list of,

542

non-allotment of time for,

506

571

notice of,

523

dispensing of,

506

notice to Ministers,

527

early end of,

517

order and mode of calling and
asking of,

546

private members, to,

531

coverage of questions during,

effect of cancellation of,

510

extended session, during,

508

extension of,

515

short notice,

578
566, 570,
585

language other than Hindi and
English, use of, during,

577

supplementary,

ministerial responsibility during,

553

supply of answers to,

549

notice of breach of privilege, reg., 511

text for giving notices of,

527

point of order during,

518

time for,

504

shifting of,

510

to be asked through the Chair,

336

sub judice matters,

538

transfer of,

559

suspension of,

518

types of,

527

transfer of, due to cancellation
of a sitting,

510

uploading of answers to, on
Rajya Sabha website,

584

unsatisfactory reply,

552

withdrawal or postponement of,

557
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QUORUM
House, of,

377

Committee, of,

916

RAJYA SABHA:
adjournment of,

209, 386,
391

Hindi nomenclature of,

21, 1046

live telecast of Rajya Sabha
proceedings,

1063

need for,

8

organization of,

1050

Parliamentary Pay Committee, reg., 1048

allocation of seats in,

22, 27

Pay and Accounts Office,

1062

changes in elected strength of,

11

1056

changing party position in,

358

Printing and Publications Service
in, staff, provision for,

constitutional provisions reg.,

21

recruitment process,

1050

recruitment rules,

1046,
1049

reservation for SC/ST in,

1050

RSTV,

1064
1050

continuity and change in,

16

discussion of general budget in,

187, 828

Draft Constitution on,

4

election of,

7, 16, 21,
24

various services in,

evolution of,

1

REFERENCES:

Finance Ministers from,

190

conclusion of a session, on,

493

financial powers of,

13

480

galleries of,

412,1034,
1036

felicitations, appreciations and
greetings,
foreign delegations, to,

486

Hindi nomenclature of,

12, 21

obituary,

463

initial constitution,

23

493

Lok Sabha, relation with,

18, 166

retiring/elected/nominated
members reg.,

membership

30

485

nominated members of,

6, 21

Secretary-General, Rajya Sabha
reg.,

political complexion of,

346

sense of relief or concern,

485

powers of,

1, 14

prorogation of,

212

scrutiny of budget estimates of,

188

seating arrangement

411

solemn or significant occasions, on, 486
tragic happenings, to,

488

tributes and homage,

479, 482

unopposed,

491

valedictory remarks,

493

REPLY, RIGHT OF,

983

sessions of,

195-219

sittings of,

367, 391,
392

special powers of,

17

strength of,

21

structure and composition of,

16, 21

summoning of,

365

summons to members of,

365

approval of proclamation under
article 356,

780

1065

approval of proclamation under
article 360,

789

budget of,
Chairman, control and direction
of,

97, 1047

arrangement of business and,

436

Chair, by,

492

RAJYA SABHA SECRETARIAT:

RESOLUTIONS:
amendments to,

766

approval of proclamation under

779

article 352,
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creation of All India Services, reg., 778

Members, travelling allowance,
of,

75-76
73

disapproval of Ordinances, reg.,

774

effect/force of,

790

Members, office expense
allowances,

government,

445, 770

Members, constituency allowance, 73

Leader of the House, by,

493

legislation under article 249, reg., 775

SEATING ARRANGEMENT:
[see under Chamber, Rajya Sabha
and allotment of seat(s)]

meaning of,

761, 770,
772

Minister of External Affairs, by,

493

SECOND CHAMBER:

Parliamentary Acts, under,

789

Abbe Sieyes on,

492

Advantages of,

14

Private member’s,

454, 761,
770

Dr. S. Radhakrishnan on,

13-14

early proposals reg.,

3-6

statutory,

772, 790

evolution of,

1

types of,

446, 761

Gopalaswamy Ayyangar on,

3

Prime Minister, by,

Government Resolutions:
approving international treaties,
for,

771

approving policies of the
government, for,

771

approving proclamation of
emergency,

779

approving recommendations
of the committees,

772

Henry Maine on,

12

M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar on,

6

need for a,
3, 14
Union Constitution Committee on, 2
utility of,

Private Members’ Resolutions:
admissibility of,

762

allotment of time,

765

debate on,

611

12

13, 14

SECRETARY-GENERAL:
functions of,

140

list of,

145

papers laid by,
parliamentary committees and,

438
142

President’s Address and,

225, 229

role and status of,

140

Secretariat and,

143

form of,

762

listing of,

764

SESSIONS:

notice and draw of lot, reg.,

761

adjournment sine die,
extension of,

209
209

information to newly elected
members,

204

(see under Resolutions)
SALARIES, ALLOWANCES, ETC.:

President, summoning by,

196

Chairman, Rajya Sabha, of,

92

prorogation of,

212

Deputy Chairman, of,

102

summons to members,

204, 200

Joint Committee on, of Members
of Parliament,

945

SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION:

Leader of Opposition, of,

123

difference between no-day-yetnamed motion, and,

Member, of,

73

exceeding time limit,

816

Members, telephone facilities, of,

77

815

Member, allowances during short
interval,

75

observations by the committee
reg.,
procedure, reg.,

817

STATUTORY RESOLUTIONS:

Member, air journey entitlement
of,

75

816

significance of,

819

subjects discussed under,

819
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SINGLE TRANSFERABLE VOTE,

48

SITTING(S):

rules to be observed during,

330

use of language in,

334

adjournment of,

386

STATEMENT BY MINISTERS:

adjournment sine die,

391

bill replacing Ordinance, reg.,

1010

adjournment/suspension of,

382

calling attention, in response to,

440, 614,
1010

before scheduled time,

386

beyond midnight,

389

circulating copies of,

1005

cancellation of,

370

clarifications on,

1006-8

conclusion of,

385

correction of inaccuracies in,

439

first,

392

1011

fixation of,

365

implementation of
recommendations of DRSCs, reg.,

joint,

169

on matters of public importance,

440

lunch recess during,

381

STRANGERS:

mode of,

377

admission of,

1034

non-fixation of,

365

exclusion of,

250

observance of holidays,

367

SUSPENSION:

occasions,

375

of members,

316

on Saturday,

366

of rules,

1037

playing of National Anthem and
National Song,

390

of sittings,

382

provisional calendar of,

365

TENTH SCHEDULE:

quorum of,

377

exceptions under,

38

special,

375, 391

grounds of defection under,

37

time of commencement of,

373, 390

member expelled from his party,
its effect under,

352

SPECIAL MENTION:

membership of a party under,

348

Chairman’s discretion reg.,

653

petitions, under,

40

entry in Bulletin Part-I reg.,

659

powers of Chairman under,

38

follow-up action on,

660

provisions under,

37

genesis of,

650

rules framed under,

40

mode of making of,

657

number of, per sitting,

655

presence of Cabinet Minister
during,

659

procedure reg.,

650, 652

absence of, member,

recent developments

657

absence, due to,

430

time for making of,

656

declaring election void,

67-68

time limit on,

658

election to more than one House,

61-67

SPEECHES:

election to more than one seat,

63-64

freedom of,

247

Office of Profit,

60-61

maiden

326, 1038

resignation, due to,

71-73

order of,

983

sitting Member of Rajya Sabha, by, 63

right of reply,

983

Tenth Schedule, under,

UNPARLIAMENTARY EXPRESSIONS:
avoidance of,

334-36

VACATION OF SEATS:
69

61
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VALEDICTORY REMARKS,

493

of nominations,

44, 46

VICE-CHAIRMEN, PANEL OF,

106

of questions,

557

of strangers,

250

VICE-PRESIDENT:
discharging the functions of
President,

86

election of,

WITNESS, MEMBERS AS:
before a committee,

302

88

before courts,

261

election of, returning officer for,

88, 156

ZERO HOUR:

ex officio Chairman,

86

BAC, views of,

644

list of,

90

current practice reg.,

646

void, grounds for declaring election 91
of,

definition of,

639

follow-up action reg.,

648

VOTE-ON-ACCOUNT,

13, 831

WHIP,

137

Government not bound to reply
during,

647

WITHDRAWAL:

origin of,

640

raison d'etre of,

641
647

of amendments,

700

recent development,

of bills,

444, 703

regulation of,

642

of members from House,

315

Rules Committee on,

645

of motions,

801

timing and duration of,

640

